Farnsworth, one of the judges at the
1909 White River Show of Morgans, relates a story told him by
John McKenzie regarding the great
show of Morgans at Rutland in
1852.
"The Black's were stately as they
were led up the track. The Morgans,
on the other hand, did not keep such
perfect alignment; and when, the two
lines approached the grandstand and
when the band began to play, every
Morgan began to dance and their
line became anything but straight.
The Black's on the contrary kept to
their line with great dignity." "John
McKenzie was highly amused at the
way the Morgans showed their
traits." "On account of their vastly
greater activity and more restless
spirit, he preferred them to the
Blacks." Disposition befitting the
occasion!
Mr Linsley says on page 139
referring to Justin's fetes of strength
and speed; "...We mention these
facts to show the great muscular
development of the horse, and his
kind and tractable temper,..." "A
lady of St. Johnsbury once told us
she remembered his appearance perfectly, and had repeatedly ridden
him when a girl, to balls and other
parties, and spoke with much enthusiasm of his noble appearance, his
high spirit and perfect docility.
Albany Cultivator, March
1848, Mr. J.B. Burnett, an obvious
opponent of the Morgans, writes:
"It cannot be denied that they possess great energy and courage, great
strength and endurance, great ambition and docility;...." Docility---easily handled.
Today, perhaps the greatest
misconception of the True Type
Morgan lies in this characteristic.
We have nothing to fear from this
ambitious, highly active animal for
he is easily handled.

An account of Gifford Morgan, also recently published in part
illustrates the disposition of the
Ancient Morgan perhaps better
than any other. Mr. Alan Thomson quotes the Albany Cultivator
in speaking of the fair, said: "The
Old Gifford pranced in the van of
the cavalcade with all the fire,
spirit and gaiety of a horse of six,
instead of 23,... Mr. Ladd states
that Gifford followed Mr. Wier
into the show ring without bit or
strap and would walk or trot cheerfully at the word." Another account in the New England Farmer
titled The Finest Sight of His Life.
W.S. Porter of Belvedere, Ohio
writes: "I was 16 years old when
I saw Mr. Wier ride Gifford Morgan around the track at the New
York State Fair at Saratoga in
1847, followed by 20 young
Morgans---the finest sight I ever
saw in my life. I stood near Mr.
Wier when he got off the old horse
and looked at the blisters on his
lingers and said "I never will get
on his back again!" Mr. Thomson
also says in his interview with Mr.
Wier, "Mr. Wier said his little
daughter would lead Gifford to
drink and when she fell down he
would wait for her to get up and
seemed to want to help her by
taking hold of her."
An article in the Middlebury
Register for June 16, 1893 calls
Justin "always willing, kind and
spirited."
Middlebury Register April 7,
1893: A man writes "Take the
Morgan horses; Where will you
find anything superior? They have
never been appreciated as they deserved. Strongly constituted, they
are unequaled for endurance. Gentle in disposition, even a child may
handle them without fear or danger. Intelligent and obedient, they
appear to understand not only our
commands, but our wishes." etc.

Linsley quotes several sources
on the merits of the horse and one on
page 85 that reiterates the extreme
characteristics of disposition.
"They...are full of noble and generous spirit, with such docility of temper that the most timid can drive
them; but if put to their mettle, they
are a full hand for the best driver."
A more recent example of the
good Morgan disposition was a
horse who attracted such notice at a
Morgan show at Harrisburg PA,
that people called him"the black
parade horse from New York", such
was the fire and animate nature he
presented. Yet at home sets of very
small children in twos and threes
would sit on his back and take the
reins while the Allen's Major would
walk them around the yard and up
the dirt road fully aware of his precious cargo. He always knew the
level of competence of the hand on
the rein. Linsley says: "His proud,
bold and fearless style of movement,
and his vigorous, untiring action
have perhaps never been surpassed.
When a rider was on him, he was
obedient to the slightest motion of
the rein, would walk backwards
rapidly under a gently pressure of
the bit, and moved side-ways almost
as willingly as he moved forward; in
short, was perfectly trained at all
the paces and evolutions of a parade
horse; and when ridden at military
reviews (as was frequently the case),
his bold, imposing style and spirited,
nervous action, attracted universal
attention and admiration. He was
perfectly gentle and kind to handle,
and loved to be groomed and caressed..."
Is your horse kind and gentle?
You say, absolutely!!! Does your
horse attract universal attention and
admiration for its bold imposing
style and spirited nervous action?
Hello???
Back to the breeding shed.
***

